
At First Ascent, we know warmth. From down heritage to high-altitude testing 
environments, the products in our guide-built line utilize the most lightweight 
and efficient sources of insulation available. This history of innovation is why 
we partnered with PrimaLoft® as the primary source of warmth in our new 
technical expansion into highly packable, synthetic heaters, which both add to 
the weather-rated range of down layers and function independently.

Primaloft’s unique mix of warmth without bulk, and performance even 
when wet, provided an opportunity to create utility pieces such as the new 
Accelerant and the next-generation Igniter for the type of remote, coastal 
ski-mountaineering expeditions favored by First Ascent guide Seth Waterfall. 
“We’ve been kicking this idea around for a long time, and the Accelerant was the 
first thing that we thought we could really elevate with synthetic insulation,” 
Waterfall says. “We called it the hero in test, because it was something like a 
superhero would wear. It’s your lightweight armor that actually works with super 
powers.”

First patented as synthetic down, PrimaLoft is an ultra-fine microfiber 
insulation originally developed for the U.S. military that replicates the lofted 
performance of natural down, yet continues to insulate even when soaked with 
moisture. As a result, this technical loft not only traps a high degree of heat but 
has become the preferred mountain alternative for wetter, coastal climates, or 
for fast-paced winter sports such as ski touring, which come in constant contact 
with snow and sweat.

In addition to the technical benefits, in 2010, PrimaLoft became the first 
insulation brand awarded Bluesign®-compliant status, ensuring that all their 
synthetic down derivatives meet or exceed specific criteria for minimal 
environmental impact, maximum resource productivity, and respect for 
environmental health and safety.

PrimaLoft One—the insulation of choice for our Accelerant and completely 
redesigned Igniter styles—is the most premium grade of synthetic insulation 

available. It harnesses the finest diameter fibers for maximum thermal 
performance and a softer, warmer and drier feel. Gram for gram, PrimaLoft One 
provides the highest warmth-to-weight ratio of any available synthetic, yet it 
also remains breathable and repels moisture due to a tight surface tension and 
a proprietary treatment that physically repels water molecules, making it four 
times more hydrophobic than typical polyester insulations. The fusion of all this 
technology is lofted synthetic function, which provides maximum warmth, even 
in wet environments.

Synthesis
THE YIN AND YANG PERFORMANCE OF 
SYNTHETIC LOFT AND NATURAL DOWN

BLACK COAST

IGNITER JACKET

Light, warm and packable, this full-blast synthetic heater provides instant warmth when 
pulled from the pack or worn under a shell. Multi-adjustable hood fits easily over ski or 
climbing helmet; seals out nasty weather without impairing visibility. Easy-running zips; 
adjustable low-profile cuffs. Packs easily, with minimum bulk. 100-gram PrimaLoft One 
warms, even when wet. Lightweight 1.25-oz. 20-denier ripstop nylon with StormRepel® DWR 
finish. Machine wash. Imported. Colors, right.

[ 1]  MEN’S
REG S-XXL B88 501 0441 $199
TALL M-XXL B88 501 0442 $219
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WATER-REPELLENT SHELL
Ripstop nylon with StormRepel® DWR finish
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HIGHLY COMPRESSIBLE
Packs easily into small spaces

100-GRAM PRIMALOFT ONE
Warms even when wet

EASY-RUNNING ZIPPERS
No fumbling in the cold

[2]  WOMEN’S
REG XS-XL B89 501 0690 $199

[1]  MEN’S  IGNITER JACKET

BOTTLE  GREEN STEEL

[2]  WOMEN’S  IGNITER JACKET

HELMET-FRIENDLY HOOD
Fits over a ski or climbing helmet
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